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QUESTION 1

Which of the following descriptions is wrong about the AD server and the LDAP server? 

A. AD is a Windows Server-specific directory server 

B. LDAP can be installed on Windows Server 

C. The directory service protocol used by the AD server is the AD protocol. 

D. The directory service protocol used by the AD server is the LDAP protocol. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A large enterprise uses direct forwarding for some SSIDs when deploying the WLAN. Which of the following are the
characteristics of direct forwarding? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Service data do not need to be forwarded to the AC. There is no forwarding bottleneck. 

B. Wireless traffic can be centrally controlled. This forwarding mode has obvious advantages in user policy control and
wireless roaming. 

C. Data packets are forwarded in a more secure way. 

D. It is easy for AC capacity expansion. You only need to increase the number of independent ACs. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

An engineer wants to use the Agile Controller as the Portal server and synchronize data from an external source. No
exceptions occur in the synchronization, but Portal authentication frequently fails. What is the possible cause? (Multiple
Choice) 

A. Portal authentication is disabled on the Agile Controller. 

B. Portal authentication is disabled for users on the Agile Controller. 

C. 802.lx authentication is disabled on the Agile Controller. 

D. MAC address bypass authentication is enabled on the Agile Controller. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

As shown in the figure, four STAs (STA1 to STA4) are associated with API and STA5 is associated with AP2. The start
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threshold for load balancing is set to 5. API and AP2 each allow a maximum of 10 STAs and the load difference
threshold is set to 10%. When STA6 sends an association request to API for the first time, which of the following
statements is TRUE? 

A. API preferentially uses the load balancing algorithm for calculation and allows the association request from STA6. 

B. API preferentially uses the load difference threshold algorithm for calculation and allows the association request from
STA6. 

C. API preferentially uses the load balancing algorithm for calculation and rejects the association request from STA6. 

D. API preferentially uses the load difference threshold algorithm for calculation and rejects the association request from
STA6. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements about NAC is FALSE? 

A. NAC stands for Network Admission Control. 

B. NAC is an end-to-end security framework, covering 802.lx authentication, MAC address authentication, and Portal
authentication. 

C. In a NAC system, access terminals need to install client software if Portal authentication is used. 

D. In a NAC system, access terminals need to install client software if 802.lx authentication is used. 

Correct Answer: C 
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